
MLAC 2024 legislative survey results 

 

Did the MLAC legislative guidance document improve the legislative process? 

_3__Really Improved  _2___Improved ____Not Improved ______ No Change  2 

 

Did the MLAC legislative video improve the legislative process?  

_3__Really Improved __2__Improved _____Not Improved ______ No Change  2 

 

Should we make any changes to the MLAC legislative process?   

• I have none  
• None  
• So far, the new MLAC legislative process appears to be working as intended. For 

now, I would let the process stand and test it during the long session in 2025 and 
see if additional changes become necessary.  

• None  
• I think better feedback would come from those who watched the video and were 

more informed about our process. I liked having more information rom the inception 
of a concept, so that was helpful. As I stated, I think more valuable feedback will 
com from those who are submitting info. 

• It would be helpful to schedule the additional tentative meetings ahead of time so 
we have them on our calendars. It’s always easier to cancel a meeting than getting 
something on everyone’s calendar. 

• None 

Anything other feedback you would like to include: 

• None 
• Generally, I would say that the MLAC process works as intended for the 

“professional lobbying class”. However, for anyone outside the professional circuit, 
the process will be daunting at best. MLAC may find that there are instances where 
a more flexible approach need to be afforded to folks coming forward with 
proposals.  

• I cannot provide feedback on the survey questions, since I am new to MLAC, 
appointed in February. I did review the video and guidance document and thought 



they were both helpful on explaining the legislative process for proposals. Overall, I 
found the MLAC website to be a good resource, informative and very helpful as a 
new member.  

• I like the idea of going back to scheduling legislative sessions meetings weekly and 
then canceling if not needed. I am remember how it was done with Theresa, I think. I 
appreciate the movement of our work documents and the execution of the vastly 
improved legislative process! Thank you! 

• None 
• I do not have enough experience to know if the legislative video had the intended 

impact, but I would be interested in learning what WCD staff thought the impact 
was.  

 

Thanks, WCD Staff 


